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A multiplier theorem for the Weyl transform is proved. This theorem is used to 
derive sufficient conditions for the houndedness of a general operator on L”(lR”). 
An application to multipliers of the Hermite expansion is given. 
The purpose of this paper is to investigate sufficient conditions for the 
boundedness of general operators in the spaces LP(lRR), 1 <p < 03. 
In the case of translation-invariant operators (Fourier multipliers), 
sufficient conditions for the Lp boundedness are the object of the classical 
multiplier theorems of Marcinkiewicz [ 131, Mihlin [ 151, and Hormander [8]. 
Recently there have been several generalizations of these results for 
operators which are not translation invariant [ 1, 14, 161. In particular Nagel 
and Stein [ 161 have obtained Lp and Holder spaces results for important 
classes of pseudodifferential operators connected with various hypoelliptic 
operators, and Beals [l] has given necessary and sufftcient conditions for Lp 
and Holder boundedness within the framework of a very general calculus of 
pseudodifferential operators developed by Hormander [9]. 
As in [l] and in [ 16) our results are based on the Coifman-Weiss version 
of the Calderon-Zygmund theory. However our approach is more indirect 
and our results hold for a class of operators which are not pseudodifferential 
operators. The main feature of our method is the use of transference to 
obtain estimates for the norm of operators on Lp(R") from the corresponding 
estimates for operators of twisted convolution on Lp(C"). 
Section 1 is devoted to the statement of the main results. In Section 2 we 
introduce the basic properties of the twisted convolution of functions defined 
on C”. The main feature here is the existence of a transform mapping 
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functions, or more generally distributions on C”, to operators on L’(R”), 
which plays vis-a-vis the twisted convolution, the same role that the Fourier 
transform plays for ordinary convolution. This transform is called the Weyl 
transform because it was first introduced by Weyl in quantum mechanics to 
“quantize” classical observables [181. More recently Grossman et al. [6] 
have used the Weyl transform to define a ring of pseudodifferential operators 
on R” which are more regular and more symmetrical than usual pseudodif- 
ferential operators. 
In Section 3 we introduce the concept of Weyl multiplier and develop a 
Calderon-Zygmund theory for the twisted convolution. 
In Section 4 we prove a Hormander multiplier theorem for Weyl 
multipliers along the lines of the theory developed by Coifman and Weiss in 
121. 
In Section 5 we prove the transference result, i.e., that every Weyl 
multiplier of LP(C”) can be transferred to a bounded operator on Lp(R”). 
This fact enables us to derive the sufficient conditions for boundedness in 
LP(R”) from the results of Sections 3 and 4. 
In the last section we consider an application to multipliers of the Hermite 
expansion. 
1. THE MAIN RESULT 
In any dimension n we shall use multiindices 
notation 
n 
a, p E N” with the usual 
IaI=Caj; a f P = (a, f P, ,..., a, f P,); 
1 
a>b if a--PEN”; a! = fi aj!; 
ifrE I?“, r”=rT’. r;n. 
Denote by .9(L*(R”)) the algebra of all bounded operators on L*(lR”) and 
by #9(L*(lF?“)) the subalgebra of Hilbert-Schmidt operators. Given an 
operator 7’E~.Y(L*(lR”)) denote by I( T]],, its Hilbert-Schmidt norm. For 
T, S E S(L*(lR”)) denote by [T, S] = TS - ST the commutator of T and S. 
Let Aj = a/a{, + rj, Af = -a/se + tj, j = I,..., n, be respectively the 
“annihilation” and the “creation” operators considered as unbounded 
operators on L*(lR”) defined on their natural domains. In the statement of the 
main result a key role is played by a family of 2n derivations Sj, sj, 
j = I,..., n, on the algebra .9(L*(ll?“)). These derivations are defined by 
8,s = [A,, sl, 8/S = [S, Af] 
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for every operator S E ~(L*(ll?“)) whose range is contained in the domain of 
Aj, Af,j= l,...) n. 
Given an operator SE 9(L*(R”)) we say that S is of class Cm if 
ppfj = p’ p/p . ps I n I n 
is in @!.*(ll?“)) for all a,P E N” such that Ial + ]/I] <m. 
For k E N let H,(r), <E I?, be the kth Hermite function [3]. Then the 
functions 
E,(<)= 71-':42-'a"*(dp'f* fiH,,(lj), tElR", aEN”, 
I 
form an orthonormal basis for L*(lR”). Let P, ‘n) be the orthogonal projection 
on the subspace of L’(R”) generated by (E,: ( a I= IV). For every k E N let 
xk be the dyadic projection defined by 
and 
&=xPr’ (2k-’ <N < 2k) for k > 0. 
iv 
We are now in a position to state the main result. 




k(‘a+4’-n’ ll(s=6~M)x,ll’,, < c, 
ke 
(1.1) 
whenever (a + /3\ < n + 1. Then M is a bounded operator on L”(R”), 
1 < p Q 2. If assumption (1.1) is replaced by 
:x2 
k(‘=+4’-“) ~IXk(G=Pit4)ll~s Q c (1.2) 
then M is bounded on LP(Rn), 2 <p < +a. 
To obtain a better understanding of the noncommutative derivations Sj, 8,) 
consider an operator S E 9(L*(iR”)) of the form 
Z&p(x) = j eicx*L)u(x, t) g(C) dt; 
for some u E Y’(R”‘). Then it is not hard to see that, formally, P8’S is an 
operator of the same form corresponding to the symbol 
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(a, + idJ (a, - iQ4 u(x, <). H owever the conditions of Theorem 1.1 do not 
seem to be easily translated in terms of the symbol of the operator S. 
Sufficient conditions for Lp boundedness for operators similar to S, stated in 
terms of the symbol, are given by the next theorem. 
Let a E Y(lR*) be a tempered distribution and consider the operator 
A: Y’(lR”’ + .Y’(lR”) defined according to the formula 
440 =JT e (i’2’(x-y + “a(~, y - t) p(y) dx dy. 
When a E C”c(lR2”) is in a suitable class of symbols A becomes a pseudodif- 
ferential operator defined according to Weyl’s prescription [6, 91. 
Let @ be the symplectic form on R*” defined by 
@(xv u) = 1/2[(x,, u,) - (x,, u*>l 
for x = (x,, x2), u = (u,, u?) E F?*” 5 R” X R”. 
THEOREM 1.2. Assume that the operator A given by (1.3) is bounded on 
L*(F?“) and that its symbol a decomposes into a sum a, + a*, where 
(i) a, is locally in L’(R*“) away from the origin and there exists a 
constant C such that 
L >*11l, 
1.,(x-~)e’*‘~.“‘-aa,(x)(dx< C,, 
(ii) a, E LLff(iR2”) for every 0 < E GE,. 
Then A extends to a bounded operator on Lp(lRn), 1 < p < 2. 
2. THE WEYL TRANSFORM 
In this section we collect the basic material on the Weyl transform and the 
twisted convolution. The main references here are (5, 171. 
Let L’(@“, o) denote the Banach algebra of Lebesgue integrable functions 
on C”, endowed with the following product: 
fXg(z)=l f(z-v)g(v)ti(z,v)dvdv; 
C” 
where o(z, u) = exp(-(i/2) Im(z u)), z v denotes the symplectic form 
c.zjF, and dtd-d  v enotes the Lebesgue measure on @“. 
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The product fX g, f, g E L’(C”, o), is the so-called twisted convolution of 
f and g. It is well known that o satisfies the cocycle identities 
1. o(z, 0) = w(0, z) = o(z, z) = 1, 
2. w(z + u, 24) w(z, 24) = o(z, u + 24) uJ(u, u) 
and that there exists an irreducible projective representation W of C” into a 
separable Hilbert space Rh, such that W(z + v) = w(z, v) W(z) W(u) [ 121. 
Moreover W is unique up to unitary equivalence. Given a function 
fE L’(C”, o), its Weyl transform is the bounded operator $ on & defined 
by 
The Weyl transform enjoys many of the properties of the ordinary Fourier 
transform. Indeed we have an analogue of the Fourier inversion formula, 
f(z) = (27c)-” ww)*.o, 
and of the Plancherel formula. 
Ilfll: = ~2vll3lliw 
where tr denotes the canonical semifinite trace on the algebra of bounded 
operators on &,. Moreover the Weyl transform of the twisted convolution is 
the product of the Weyl transforms, i.e., 
Now let h” be the Lie algebra generated by the differential operators on 
C”, 
zj = aj + q/4, zj = aT, - Zj/4, j = l,..., n, 
and by the identity I. Here a, = a/az, and Jj = a/az;.. Since we have the 
structure formulas 
[Zj, Z,] = [Zj, Z,] = 0, [Zj, Z,] = -$3j,kz 
it is easily seen that $” is isomorphic to the 2n + l-dimensional Heisenberg 
algebra. The universal enveloping algebra of $” is denoted by II”. 
The algebra b” plays for the twisted convolution on C” a role analogous to 
that of the Lie algebra of left-invariant first-order differential operators on a 
Lie group. Indeed given X E I)” and functions f, g E 9(@“) one has 
w-x L?) =fx (a). 
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We can now push the analogy between the Weyl transform and the 
Fourier transform even further. First we choose a more concrete form of the 
projective representation W. In the Schrddinger representation one takes 
Rw = L2(lRR”), and defines 
W(z) 443 = ev(i(x3 Y/2 + t)) (Ott + y) (2.1) 
for z = x + iy E Cc”. The representation W extends to a representation of the 
enveloping algebra II” denoted by dW. From (2.1) it follows at once that for 
every function f in the Schwartz space Y(C”) 
(Zjf)‘=PdW(Zj)=~Af, (2.2) 
(Tjf)- =fdW(z,) = $Aj, (2.3) 
where Aj, Af, j= l,..., n, are the creation and annihilation operators defined 
in the previous section. Moreover we have 
(Zjf)^ = 2iJJ (Fjf )^ = 2iSjj: (2.4) 
Consider now the Hermite operator H = fs(AjAf + ATA,) = 
z(--a’/3<, + cf). Th e spectral resolution of H is H = CNEN(2N + n) PC’, 
where P$” denotes the orthogonal projection on the subspace of L*(R”) 
generated by the Hermite functions {E,: (aI = N). 
The question of determining when a Weyl transform 3 is a function of H 
only has been considered by Peetre [ 171. It turns out that f must be a 
function of r = Iz( alone, f(z) =fJr). M oreover, identifying the operator 3 
with the sequence of its eigenvalues reduces the Weyl transform to a 
Laguerre transform. More precisely 
where 
(2.5) 
L@AN)=l f(z)L,;-‘(~~z(2)e-‘Z’2’4dzdF (2.6) C” 
and Lc- ’ are the usual Laguerre polynomials of type n - 1 and degree N. 
In the following it will be useful to have explicit formulas for the 
derivatives cP~~~(H) = 67’ @“@I ... @p(H) of a function p(H) of the 
operator H only. To this purpose we introduce some more notation. 
Let D, and D- be the finite difference operators acting on functions 
9,: N + C, defined by 
D, v(m) = cob + 2) - cp(m), 
D - p(m) = cp(m) - p(m - 2). 
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Note that the definition of q(H) depends only on the values of rp in the 
integers 2N + n, N > 0. Therefore we shall always assume in the following 
that o is defined on all of Z and that q(k) = 0 for k < n. 
Given a multiindex a = (a, ,..., a,) E N” let 
A” =A”’ . . A”” 
1 n 1 (A+)” = (A;)“’ “. (A,+)““. 
LEMMA 2.1. Given two multiindices p, q E N” there exist constants CP.Q,r 
such that 
P&!‘(H) = 1 Cp*q,r(A +)q+r-pAr(D!‘D~‘q)(H), 
where the sum is extended over the set of the multiindices r E N” such that 
O<r<p<q+r. 
Proof: First one shows that dip(H) = Aj(D-p)(H) and JjV(H) = 
Af (D, o)(H). Indeed let E, be the normalized Hermite function. Then it is 
straightforward to see that 
AjE, = (2aj)“’ E, -e, if aj#O 
=o if aj= 0 
(2.7) 
and 
Aj’E, = (2(aj + 1))“’ E,+e,, (2.8 1 
where ej E N” is the multiindex (0 ,..., l,..., 0) with the 1 in thejth position. 
Hence. 
(Jjp;‘) E, = P$“A; E, - Af PF’E, 
= (6 N.lal+ 1 - ~N,,&fE& 
Therefore, 
&W) E, = 2 VW’ + n)(~N,,al+ I - &r,ial)AfEa 
N 
=((p(2laI+n+2)-rp(2laI+n))AfE, 
= Al+ CD + rp)W E, 
and similarly for Sj. Now since 6jA : = sjAk = 2aj,,I and ajAk = JjAl = 0 
for j, k = l,..., n, the lemma follows using induction and Leibniz’ formula. 
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3. SINGULAR INTEGRALS AND WEYL MULTIPLIERS 
In analogy with the definition of Fourier multiplier we say that a bounded 
operator A4 E 9(L2(lR”)) is a (left) Weyl multiplier of L”(V) if the operator 
C,M defined on fE L’n L’(V) by (C,f)- = M3 extends to a bounded 
operator on Lp(C”). 
We denote by J, the Banach algebra of left Weyl multipliers of Lp(C”). It 
is a straightforward consequence of the Plancherel formula that Mz is the 
algebra .9’(L2(R”)) of all bounded operators on L’(lR”). Also it is not 
difficult to see that 4 coincides with the algebra of Weyl transforms of 
M(C”, o), the Banach algebra of finite Bore1 measures on C” with twisted 
convolution as multiplication. 
No simple characterization of the algebra -lu, exists for p # 1, 2. We do 
have, however, the following general result. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let M E A$, 1 < p < co. Then there exists a tempered 
distribution T E 9’(cCn) such [hat for f E Y(UZ’) C,wf= T xf: 
The proof is simply an adaptation of a classical result of Hormander [8, 
Theorem 1.21. See also [lo, Theorem 3.21. Also, a transcription of a result 
of Herz for amenable groups [7], yields that J0 cM2 for 1 <p < 00. 
The purpose of this section and of the next one is to develop sufficient 
conditions for the Lp boundedness of a multiplier M E J2. These conditions 
will take the form of a multiplier theorem analogous to Hormander’s 
theorem for Fourier multipliers on Lp(W). 
As in the classical theory a key role in this study is played by an 
important class of transformations. This class consists of twisted convolution 
operators with a singular kernel, having its only singularities at a finite point 
and at infinity. The original theory of singular integrals, developed by 
Calderon and Zygmund in the setting of Euclidean spaces, has been extended 
by several authors to the more general setting of homogeneous paces [2, 
111. It turns out however that this theory cannot be directly applied to 
twisted convolution operators. 
For instance in order to apply Theorem 2.4 of [2] to the operator Kf = 
k xf, where fE Lp(C”), 1 < p < 2 and k is a kernel in L’(C”), the kernel k 
must satisfy the condition 
! 1 k(z - v) G(z + u, u) - k(z)1 dz dF < C,, 24, u E C”, (3.1) I IZI >Clll’l 
where C,, C, are two constants independent of U, U. 
Since condition (3.1) is satisfied only in the trivial case k E L’(F), to 
deal with singular k we need to modify the singular integral theorem to adapt 
it to the twisted convolution. 
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THEOREM 3.2. Let k E L2(@“) be a function such that for some constant 
C 
i 
1 k(z - u) W(z, u) - k(z)) dz dF < C (3.2) 
ILI >ZIUI 
for every u E C”. Then the twisted convolution operator Kf = K x f is 
bounded on Lp(C”), 1 < p < 2 and is weak type (l-l). Moreover the norm of 
K on Lp(@“) depends only on the norm of K on L2(C”) and the constant C. 
Proof The first step consists in modifying the Calderon-Zygmund 
decomposition of a function f E L’(@“) into a sum f =g + Cibi of a “good” 
function g and “bad” functions bi. In the classical decomposition the 
functions bi are supported in balls Bi = B(z,, ri) of centers zi and radii ri and 
satisfy the zero mean condition is, b,(z) dz df= 0. 
Instead we shall require the vanishing of the symplectic Fourier transform 
j’ b,(z) W(zi, z) dz d.F of bi at the point z,. 
LEMMA 3.3. Given a function f E Ll(C”), f > 0, with compact support 
and a real number a > 0 there exist functions g, bi E L’(@“) such that 
(1) f=g+ Cibi, 
(2) I &)I < C'a ax., 
(3) II gll, G C’ Ilf 1113 
(4) each bi is supported in a ball Bi = B(Zi, ri), 
(5) j b,(z) W(zi, z) dz dF= 0 for every i, 
(6) .JCi Ilbill, G c’ IIf IIt* 
Proof First one shows as in [2, Theorem 2.21 that there exists a 
sequence of balls Bi = B(z,, ri) such that 
(i) f(z) = C’a for a.e. z E C”\Ui Bi, 
(ii) IBil-‘J‘B,f(z)dzdF<C’a, 
(iii) Ci IBil < c’la IIf Ill9 
(iv) every point z E Cc” does not belong to more than M balls Bt. 
Now let xi be the characteristic function of the set ui B,. Let 




f(u) Vi(u) o(z, 3 u) du du Xi(z) W(zi 3 z) 
81 1 
if ZE u Bi 
and 
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- IBil-‘[ \ f(u) Vl(u) 0(zi9 U) d” dc] Xi(z) w(zi, z)* 
. B, 
Properties (l)-(6) now follow from (i)-(iv). 
The proof of Theorem 3.2 now follows from a modification in the version 
by Coifman and Weiss of the Calderon-Zygmund theory. We sketch the 
argument here for completeness. 
Since k E L*(C”), K is bounded on L*(V), because k is Hilbert-Schmidt; 
hence in A*. By the Marcinkiewicz interpolation theorem it is enough to 
show that K is weak type (l-l). Given fE L’(C”),f> 0 and a positive real 
a write f = g + xi bi as in Lemma 3.3. Denoting by m the Lebesgue measure 
on C” we have 
rn(lKfl > a} < m(lKgl > a/2) + m 
I 
C [Kbil > a/2 . 
I 
Kolmogorofs inequality together with (2) and (3) of Lemma 3.3 now 
yields 
mWgl > 421 <Co-- lly Ilf 111’ 
Let Bi = B(Zi, 2ri). Since 
m C llybil > a/2 
Ii I 
and m(UiB;) < (C/‘/a) llfll, by (iii) in the proof of Lemma 3.3, it is enough 
to estimate J enb; 1 Kb, 1 dz dF. Now 
I 1 Kb,(z)[ dz d.F ‘[ n\B; 
= J [k(z - U) a(z, U) - k(Z - Zi) Q(Z, Ii) W(Z,, v)] (3.3) IL--Z,1 >2r, 
X hi(V) dV do dz do 
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1 k(z - 0) W(z, U)W(Z, Zi) W(Z,) II) - k(z - Zi)l 
C”- IZ--L,l>2r, 
x I b,(v)1 dz d.Fdv dts 
which, by means of the changes of variables z + zi -+ z, u - zi, becomes 
. e 
I 1 
1 k(z - u) W(z, u) - k(z)1 lb,@ + zi)l dz d.Fdu dzi 
_ c lr1>2lul 
because W(z + zi, u + zi) w(z + zi, zi) w(zi, ZJ + zi) = O(z, U) and bi is 
supported in B(zi, ri). Combining (3.2) with (6) of Lemma 3.3 we get 
V’ yl IKbi(z)l dz dF< Cx llbilll < CC’ Ilfll,. . e”\B; I 
Therefore m(z E Cn\U, B:: xi IKbiI > a/2) < C”‘/a Ilfll, and the theorem 
follows. 
In general, a kernel k satisfying condition (3.2) has a singularity only at 
the origin. The following proposition deals with kernels which are singular at 
infinity. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Suppose that k E L1 “(c”) for every 0 < E < Q,. Then 
the twisted convolution operator Kf = k xf is bounded on Lp(@“), 
l<p<w. 
ProoJ From Plancherel’s formula it follows at once that L2 X L2 c L2. 
Since L’ x L”O c L* a multilinear interpolation argument yields at once that 
Lp X Lp’ c LP' for every 1 <p < 00, where p’ is the conjugate xponent of p. 
Likewise since L’ x L’ c L’ we also have Lp x LP c Lp, 1 <p < 2. Hence 
Lp X L’ c L’ for every p < r <p’ and the proposition follows. 
The following theorem will allow us to approximate certain multipliers in 
-R; by means of operators satisfying the conditions of Theorem 3.2. With 
this purpose we consider an approximate identity cpr, 0 < r < 1 satisfying the 
following properties: 
(1) there exists q > 0 such that jcn Iv,(z)1 (1 + I z IZ”/r)V dz dF < C, 
(2) i rp,(z) dz dF= 1, llvlrllz < C, 
(3) P,xfP,=rp,xP,,~ 
(4) j I v,(z - u) W(z, u) - yl,(z)l dz dF < C(lz IZn/r)‘, 
(5 1 rp,(z) = rp,(-z)- 
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Let V)i=(PZ-l, ljI/i=(pi-‘pi+r* Then, given a function fE LP(@“), 
1 <p < co, we may write as in [2, Chap. III, Sect. 3] 
f=- ,go Wix ((4, +Vi+I) Xf+PO x PO xf: (3.4) 
THEOREM 3.5. Let M be a Weyl multiplier in JZ. Suppose that 
6) C,,,vo E LYC”), 
(ii) there exists a constant E > 0 such that 
( IC,,vr(z)I (1 + (z12n/r)c dz dF< C. 
Then A4 E Mp, 1 < p < 2, and is weak type (l-l). 
(3.5) 
ProoJ LetfE Lz(cn). The partition of identity (3.4) yields 
C,Wf= lim 
"-Cl2 ( 
- t CcMVi) x (cPi+V,+l)Xf + (cMrPO) XV0 xf 
1=0 
= lim k,, xf+ (C.,,rpo) x v. x.L 
n-m 
LEMMA 3.6. For 6 = min(q, E) one has 
(i) JIai(z)l (1 + (2’1~l*“)‘)dzd.~fC, 
(ii) jIa,(z-u)G(z,u)-aa,(z)ldzdY<C(2’Iu1*”)*. 
Proof: Apart from obvious modifications, the proof of this lemma is the 
same as that of Lemma 3.4 in [2]. 
Now, to conclude the proof of Theorem 3.5, we show that the kernels k, 
satisfy the conditions of Theorem 3.2 uniformly in n. Indeed it is obvious 
that the operators f + k, x f are uniformly bounded on L*; on the other hand 
from (i) we get 
I ,z, >2,y, lai(Z - U) ~(-G U> - ai(Z)I dz dF 
I 
<2 -, , >,11, Iai( dz dF 1 z 
< 2C(2’ 124 py. 
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Hence, by (ii), 
? 
! ,L, ,*,“, Iadz - u, cij(zv u, - ai(z)l dz dz 
<C’ rnin((2’]~1’“)~, (2’ ]u(*“)-‘). 
Summing all these estimates, we get 
I 1 k,(z - u) G(z, u) - k,(z)] dz dF < C, . IZl>2lUl 
where C is a constant independent of u and n. 
Remark. Let rp, be an approximate identity satisfying I]p,]]: < C/r. Then 
condition (3.5) is implied by 
I ( CMiyr(~)~21z~2”(1+f) dz dF< Cf. (3.6) C” 
4. THE MULTIPLIER THEOREM 
In this section we apply Theorem 3.5 to derive a Hormander multiplier 
theorem for Weyl multipliers. 
As an approximate identity we choose 
f&(z) = C,(Zn)-” FN (1 - s”n)NL;-l(f ]z]‘) e-‘+‘4, (4.1) 
0 
where C, = (2s/o,,-, n!)(2n)” ((s-‘/“/2) - i)n. Here m2”-, denotes the area 
of the surface of the unit sphere in C”. It follows from (2.5) and (2.6) that 




Also, using the generating function of the Laguerre polynomials [3, 10.12 
(17)], we have 
q,(z) = (2x)-” C,s-’ exp(- lzl* (SK”“/2 - $)). (4.3) 
LEMMA 4.1. The approximate identity qS, 0 < s < 1, satisfies properties 
(l)--(5). Moreover there exists a constant C such that llq~~/Ii ( Cs-‘. 
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Proof. The only nontrivial property to verify is (4). We have 
( lcp,(z - u) 4~ 0) - P&I dz dy 
< j-1 rp,(z - u) - q,(z)1 dz dF + 1 I v,(z)1 I $z, u) - 1 I dz df 
=z,+z,. 
Now, if (ul>2, ~0(z,~)-l~=~exp((i/2)Im(z~u))-l~~~v~. So 
12 < Ilrpsll, Iul < IUI S-“Znv because 0 < s < 1. On the other hand if 1 VI < 2, 
since IW(z.u)- ll<lzllvl we have 
As for I,, by the mean-value theorem we have 
= Ck 1 u 1 s-c"+ ')I" 
I 
+KJ exp(-s'l"p2) ~2" dp 
0 
< c; IUI s-"2n. 
Hence, 
I 
1 p,(z - u) G(z, u) - (p,(z)1 dz dF < C(l u 12n/~)“2n. 
In Hormander’s theorem a key role is played by the dyadic decomposition 
of the dual of R” into annuli {r E R”: 2k < I<[ < 2k+‘, k E Z}. To reproduce 
this feature in our context we consider the partition of the identity Z =x0 + 
xk&. into the dyadic projections x0 = PC’ and xk = &, PF’, 
(2k-’ <N < 29. 
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose that M E J2 is of class C”+ ‘. Assume also that 
sup 2 k”a’+‘4’-n) lj(s=PM)xkll& < c, 
LEN 
(4.4) 
whenever lal+l/3l(n+ 1. Then MEdp, 1 <p<2, and is of weak type 
(l-l). If assumption (4.4) is replaced by 
sup 2 k(‘a’ + ‘b’ -?I) IIxk(GaPM)ll;s < c 
keN 
(4.5) 
then M EJp, 2 Qp < 03. 
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ProoJ According to condition (i) of Theorem 3.5 we must show first 
that C,,,,(p, E L’(C”). Since 11 C,Wp,(l, is less than or equal to 
G IN1 + lzI”+‘) Gfd12 and C,Wv, E L*(V), because ME 4 and 
(D, E L*(C”), it is clearly sufficient o prove that lzl”+’ C,Wp, E L*(C”). More 
particularly we shall show that zppC,p, E L’(C”) whenever p, 4 E N” with 
Ip + ql= n + 1. Since (C,,fcp,)- = C,MPp’, by (2.4) and the Plancherel 
formula this is equivalent o proving that ,zY’~~(MP~~‘) is a Hilbert-Schmidt 
operator. Applying Leibniz’ formula to the derivations 6, 6 we can write 
sPJq(MPI;I)) as a linear combination of terms of the form (G’8M)(Gi8jPy’), 
where Ir+s+i+jl=n+ 1. 
i-j Now a direct computation shows that 6 6 P (i’ is a linear combination of 
terms of the form (A +)imU Pr’A’-“, u E N”, u < i, u <j. Since the latter are 
clearly finite rank operators and 6’8m are bounded because M is of class 
C ‘+I, cY’6q(MPr)) is Hilbert-Schmidt. 
Therefore by (ii) of Theorem 3.5 and the remark following it, to prove that 
M E Jp, 1 < p < 2, and is weak type (l-l), it is enough to show that 
Jl C,w~,(z)12 IzIZn”+‘)dzd~< C,,f. 
Choosing E = l/n we obtain the condition 
I ICw~s(~)J21~12(n+“dz .F< C,,s”“. (4.6) 
To prove (4.6) let us show more particularly that 
II z=fv$#,II: < CIS’:n (4.7) 
whenever I a I + IpI = n + 1, with z = zf’,..., zz”; t= zy’,..., 2:“. 
From Plancherel’s theorem and (2.4) it follows that (4.7) is equivalent o 
11 s”6qMl$,)~~‘Hs < c, S”n. (4.8 ) 
Applying Leibniz’ rule to the derivations 6, 6 the problem is reduced to 
evaluating 
Ilww(~~“vm, 
whenever Ip + q + i + jl = n + 1. The estimate will be a consequence of the 
following lemmas. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let 6’8’M, T = &‘6qaj?,. Then 
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LEMMA 4.4. The estimates 
II*k(P&j,)(sp8J‘49J* I( <.&pPy s'p+q'i n (4.9) 
hold for every p, q E N”, with f,,, a fast decreasing function. Moreover 
llXk@s~TII ,< Cn22kS2’n if 2ks’Jn < 1 
,< c, if 2ks’!n > 1. 
(4.10) 
Momentarily deferring their proofs, we show how these inequalities imply 
(4.8). Successively applying the lemmas and (4.4) we get for Ip + q1 # 0 
Since Ip + ql = n + 1 - Ii +jl, the right-hand side equals 
cslln $ (2kgI~n)n-li+~l fp,q(2ksl!n). 
k=I 
The sum converges even when it is extended from -co to +co. It is then a 
bounded function of s for it is clearly locally bounded and it does not change 
if s is replaced by 2’s. 
Hence j~(Si8~M)(sP8q@,)~~~s < CZs’ln. When I p + ql = 0, i.e., Ji +jl = n + 1, 
applying (4.10) we get 
ll@‘~jW &IIf& ,< CC, 1 2-92yn f c 2-k 
2%’ II< I 2kS’:n > I I 
,< c, sLin. 
This concludes the proof of the first part of the theorem. 
The last part of the theorem follows from the facts that the boundedness of 
C,w on Lp((c”) is equivalent o the boundedness of its adjoint Cz on L4(C”), 
p-1 +q-‘= 1, and that C,$ is the operator defined by the multiplier M*. 
Since M satisfies (4.5) if and only if M* satisfies (4.4), the proof is complete. 
Proof of Lemma 4.3. It follows from the partition of the identity 
I=$kxk 
0 
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that 
11 ST& = fk tr(S*S&( W) 
0 
Proof of Lemma 4.4. It is clearly sufficient to prove estimates (4.9) for 
the function qs. Since for every operator R E 9(L2(IR”)) of class C’, 
(djR)* = JjR*; (JjR)* = djR*, j= l,..., n, and 4: = @,, we have (8’8$js)* = 
Bq8’q?s. Let F, be a function in C”O(il?) such that 
and 
F,(x) = C,( 1 - s”“)-“‘~ when x>n 
=o when x<n- 1. 
for kE N, n - 1 <xQ n. By (4.2), @,= F,(H)= CNFS(2N+ n) PE’. It 
follows from Lemma 2.1 that (P8q@s)(8’8q@s)* is a sum Cr., CP,q,r,lTp,q,r,l, 
where O<r<p<q+r, O<t<q<p+t, and 
T P,q,r,l = (A +)q+r-pAr[DII’D!4’Fs](H)(A +)p+‘-q 
x A’[D!!‘Df”F,](H). 
We now claim that the operators Tp,q,rsl are diagonalized by the 
orthogonal basis (E,: (x E N”} of the normalized Hermite functions. First we 
need some more notation. For a, r E N” define 
a,,, = 0, aj!/(aj - Tj)! if a > r 
=o otherwise, 
a”’ = h (aj + rj)!/aj!. 
I 
It follows from (2.7) and (2.8) that 
(A+)‘E, = [a(r’]“2 Emtr, 
A’E, = [ac,,]“‘2 E,-,. 
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It is not diffkult to see now that TpSqqrvlEa = kpv4*r,l,aEa, where 
k PJ7.r.l.a 
= KW,,, Ma - 0) @+l-q) (2(a +p - 4))(,, (2(a +p -q - r)y-p)]“* 
x [D11’D$vS](2 Ial + n)[D”‘Dy’FJ(2 la +p - q[ + n). 
Using Taylor’s formula to approximate the difference operators and remem- 
bering that Irl + )ql <n + 1, we get 
ID!‘D~‘F,(2N+ n)l < C,,q,n~‘r+q”n exp(-Ns’:“). 
And so, since a (,, ( a’ = n a? and a (‘) < (a + I)’ = n(aj + Ii)‘/, we see that 
for 2k<<a0[ < 2k+’ 
where C’ is a constant independent of k and s. This proves (4.9). As for 
(4.10) we observe that 
I C,( 1 - S”n)N - c,, *( 1 - (S/2)““)“1( C,Ns”” 
< c, 
Hence 
if Ns”” & 1 
if Ns”” > 1. 
llxk@,ll =IlXkMt - $s,2)ll < wks”n if 2k~“n < 1 
Q c:, if 2ks”n > 1. 
Since [I,& GS @: 11 = IIXk 3, @,*xk 1) = 1) Xk 9, I/*, because Xk and $, commute, we 
have (4.10). 
5. THE TRANSFERENCE RESULT 
In this section we show how the result on Weyl multipliers can be 
transferred to bounded operators on Lp(R”). We denote by T the 
multiplicative group of the complex numbers of absolute value one. Let 
G = T X Cc” be provided with the group structure 
(t, z)(t’, z’) = (tt’fzqz, z’), z + z’) 
for t, t’ E T, z, z’ E C”. Let us now investigate the relation between the 
twisted convolution of functions on C” and the convolution on G. Define a 
projection P on LP(G), 1 < p < a3, by 
Pf(t, z) = t - ’ 1 f(s, z) s ds. 
_ II 
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where ds is the invariant measure on T. The range PLp of the projection P is 
the subspace of all the functionsfE LP(G) such thatf(r, z) = t-‘f(1, z). The 
mapf+f”defined byf(t,z)=t-tf( z IS an isometry of LB@“) into LP(G), )’ 
whose image is PL”. Let f -+ fb be its left inverse, i.e., 
f(z) = 1 f(s,z)s ds. . II 
It now follows easily that for f, g E Y(C”), f * * g# = (f X g)“. Hence the 
mapping f -f if is an isomorphism of the algebras Y(C”) and P,Ip(G). 
Given a continuous representation o of the group G on a Banach space B 
we denote by A,(G) the Banach space of all continuous functions f on G 
such that there exist two sequences (u,), (oi) the first in B, the second one in 
B*, satisfying 
(a) Ci II”ill II OilI < 009 
(b) f (f, Z) = xi (‘J(t, Z) ui, 0,). 
The norm off in A,(G) is given by 
IlfllA,=inf ~l~~~lll~,l:s(~,Z)=~(~(~~z)~i~ui)~ - 
! 1 
The space A,(G) is the space of the coefficients of the representation o 
studied by Herz in [7]. For 1 <p < co we denote by A,(G) the space A,,(G), 
where J is the left regular representation of G on LP(G); these spaces were 
first introduced in the context of abelian and compact groups by 
Figa-Talamanca in [4] and later Herz ]7] proved that A,(G) is a Banach 
algebra for pointwise multiplication. We recall also that the Banach algebra 
of multipliers of A,(G) is B,(G), i.e., the space of continuous functions 
f: G-+ C such that for every u E A,(G) fu is in A,(G). The norm of a 
function fE B,(G) is its norm as multiplier of A,(G): (1 f lIBp = 
suPlllf~II,4p: IMl.4, < 11. 
Let Conv,(G) be the algebra of the operators on LP(G) which commute 
with right translations. Since G is amenable Conv,(G) is isomorphic to the 
Banach dual of A,(G), 1 < <p < co. 
It is well known that the projective representation W of C” implements an 
ordinary representation rc of G defined by rr(t, z) = tW(z). 
LEMMA 5.1. Let AP, be the space of the coeflcients of the representation 
71 acting on LP(G). Then A! c A,(G). 
ProoJ: Since LP(G) is a p-space AP, c B,(G), by [7, Theorem A]. From 
the Schrodinger realization of the representation n it is easy to see that 
AP, n Y(G) is dense in AP,. Since At n Y(G) c A,(G) and AD(G) is closed 
in B,(G), the conclusion follows. 
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In particular we have proved that there exists a constant C such that 
l1414p~ C/I II&’ f u I, or every ZJ E AP, and that given two functions cp, IJI respec- 
tively in L”(lR”) and L4(lR”), p-l + q-’ = 1, the function u,,~(~,z)= 
($6 z) (D, w) is in A,(G). 
DEFINITION. Given TE Conv,(G) define the transferred operator X(T) 
acting on Lp(R”) by 
It follows at once from Lemma 5.1 that n(T) is a bounded operator on 
LP(R”) whose norm does not exceed C 1) TJlconv,. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let M be a Weyl multiplier of Lp(C”), 1 <p < 00. Then 
M is a bounded operator on Lp(IR”). 
Proof: By Proposition 3.1 there exists a tempered istribution h, on C” 
whose Weyl transform is M, i.e., CM f = h, x f for every f E Y(C). Let T&, 
be the operator on LP(G) defined by TMf = (C,f b)# for f E Lp(G). Clearly 
Tw is in Conv,(G) and Twf = hz *f, where h, is the tempered istribution 
on G defined by h,(t, z) = t-‘h,(z). Since R(T~) = K,+, =M the conclusion 
follows. 
The results of Section 1 are now an immediate consequence of Theorem 
3.2, Proposition 3.4 and the multiplier Theorem 4.2. 
6. A MULTIPLIER THEOREM FOR HERMITE EXPANSIONS 
We consider now an application of Theorem 1.1 to the study of a class of 
operators associated with the Hermite operator H. Let p be a complex- 
valued function on the integers and consider the linear operator q(H), 
defined at least formally by p(H) = CN q(2N + n) P,?‘. 
THEOREM 6.1. Suppose that the function q~ satisfies the conditions 
lD”D’:$o(N)I < CN-(k+m’, (6-l) 
with k, m positive integers such that k + m = 0, l,..., n + 1. Then v(H) is a 
bounded operator on Lp(R”), 1 < p < co. 
Proof. First we must show that p(H) is an operator of class C”+ ‘. Let 
p, q E N” be multiindices such that jp + ql = n + 1. By Lemma 2.1, we can 
write the operator &‘@Q(H) as a linear combination of terms of the form 
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s p,q,r = (A +y+- A’(D!D~‘(p)(I-Z), where 0 < r <p < q + r. Now, if a < r, 
s p.q.rEa = 0. 
Suppose a > r. Then 
s p.q,rEa = KW,,, Ma - r)) (q+r-p)]“2 [D”‘D$(o](2 1011 + n) Eatqmp. 
Hence it follows easily from (6.1) and the estimate 
(2a),,, (2(a - r))(q+r-p) < (2 Ial)“’ (2(lal + n + 1))14+‘-p’ 
that SP,q,r is bounded. 
Therefore it remains only to show that (1.1) and (1.2) hold. As in the 
proof of Lemma 4.4 we can write (P6q~(Z3))(P6q~(ZY))* as a linear 
combination of operators TP,4,r,l such that T,~,~,~,E, = k,,,.,,,,, E, and 
k p.9,r.l.a = K2a),,, (2(a - o)(P+t-q’ 
X (2(a + p - q)),r, (2(a +p -q - r))‘q+r+p)]“2 
x [D’?D:“‘@](2 Ial+ n)[Dlf’D$p](2 la +p -91 + n). 
Since Ikp,q,r,,,,I G C I aI- IP+ql, the Hilbert-Schmidt norm of ~~&‘8~o(If) is
bounded by 
where w, = ( “‘,‘Yr ’ ) is the cardinality of the set {a E N”: la I = m}. Hence 
the Hilbert-Schmidt norm of ~~&‘8~q(H) is bounded by a constant imes 
-s 
zk-lTm<zk 
(m)n-lPtw < C2k’“-IP+4’)* 
This proves (1.2). The proof of (1.1) is similar. 
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